
Chapter 20
Prison Rescue

Xavier: Previously on Spike Adventures in Recap!:

*Then as they were walking off Something was behind Them as the figure leaned out the car
window and shot something towards Spike until they grabbed him with a Net*.

Spike: HEY!

*The others gasp as Spike was being pulled into the person who shot the net it was the Police
Chief Barnes and assistant Scrap*.

Scrap: YES!!! I GOT YA!

Ceo: Ugh! You 2 again!?

Barnes: Scrap come on don't you th-.

Scrap: Barnes! Now isn't the time!

Spike: Hey let me go! *Struggles to get out the net*.

Scrap: Ohoho no way pal you are coming with us Drive Barnes floor it!

Jimmy: WAIT STOP! SPIKE!!!

Ceo: Sh*t!

Chungs: No! Stop!!

*The Oddpair try to rescue Spike as the police chief and assistant got away speeding off really
fast with Spike in the back seat of the cop car*.

Spike: AHHHH GUYS HELP!!! *Cried out banging on the window*

Jimmy: Spike!!! *Yelled out*

*Jimmy then tripped as he watch infront his best friend in distant very far away from his reach as
Spike was taken away by the police, everyone was left speechless as Jimmy was lifeless staring
where the cop car went off in front*.

Jimmy: Spike…? *Stun scared Tone*.



Time - Now

*Back to where Chap 19 left off The team was in shock still as Jimmy stood up completely in
panic walking pacing back and forth*.

Jimmy: Oh no Oh No Oh no Oh no-...

Ceo: Dude Jimmy calm down Spike is probably Be fine he's just been taken to a Place where
friendly neighbors people just take bad people to go to a cold dark bar like place-.

Shanks: Ceo for God sack can you just shut up we got it okay!

Chungs: This is bad, what are we going to do!?

*Then from behind them Angelo came walking to see Parker safe running to him*.

Angelo: Parker!!!

Parker: *Gasps* Dad! *Run to Dad crying*.

Angelo: Oh it’s you people…

Sadie: Yay some father you are! Couldn't try calling the police sooner!

Ceo: Yay kinda selfish to let your son nearly die after a shoot out.

Shanks: Ceo shut up! *Slamming him with my fist*.

*Ceo was sent to the ground hard with a huge bump on his head as Whined a little*.

Ceo: Ow!!!

Angelo: Tch… you didn't have to save my son but thanks… hold on, where's that spike guy?

Parker: Bad people took him Dad, some men in uniforms were cops,a Big Fat Gator and a
Scrawny Pup.

Angelo: What!? Ooooooh…. F**k..

Ceo: Heeey hold on a sec you sound like you know them *Gasps* You planned this sh*t to
happen didn't you! *Pointing the finger*.

Angelo: What? Why would I be involved with my son being kidnapped!?



Ceo: Not that! The cops you know them don't you!?

Angelo:....

*Angelo was then left without speaking as he came clean*.

Angelo: Fine I know them I work with them *Shows my Badge* Detective Angelo Rori, official
Police Detective officer.

*They all Gasps as Jimmy was most shocked as he grew mad grabbing Angelo*.

Jimmy: YOU F**KING MONSTER!!! YOU SHOULD BE ASHAMED HE SAVED YOUR SON!!!
AND YOU HAD HIM KIDNAPPED BY SOME ASSHOLES!

*Shanks and Sadie held back from Jimmy's Sudden outburst of Anger*.

Shanks: Jimmy calm down!

Jimmy: Let me go!

Sadie: Dude stop!

Angelo: I didn't tell them to go kidnap him I was gonna arrest him to answer a few questions of
the “Vein Fairgrounds” incident.

Jimmy: *Stopped with my eyes wide staring at Angelo* What did you say?

Angelo: Vein Fairgrounds incident there have been rumors of a Blue Dino with blue speed
powers than ran out of the Fairgrounds after it was shut down due to it completely Destroyed.

Ceo: Oooooh that incident I heard about it it was everywhere on the news like literally everyone
saw that on that day.

Jimmy: Oh no… oh No no no listen Rori Sir it wasn't Spike.

Shanks: Wait what?

Sadie: How do you possibly know that?

Jimmy: Because… I was saving Spike.

Angelo: What!?



Jimmy: It was Gizmo he did it.

Ceo: Who the hell is Gizmo?

Jimmy: He had a Blinded Gray scar Eyeball and he was a Lynx with a Black Tuxedo with a Red
Cape and Black Top hat.

Sadie: WHAT!?

Shanks: Gizmo Alfred! He was there!?

Jimmy: Yes I stopped him but when we were Escaping the police Spike Carried me and we both
left the Fairgrounds after Gizmo's Escape.

Angelo: [Dammit Scrap that f**king idiot! I knew something was right] Listen I'm sorry I judged
Spike I was following orders to them to take him in quietly I guess they Took Matters in their own
hands.

Chungs: If this is True then Spike could be in big trouble without us to give him proof it wasn't
him.

Angelo: Actually about that Scrap may think Spike was working With Gizmo thinking he was an
Accomplice.

Jimmy: What!? That so Stupid he wouldn't work for someone twist after Gizmo Cursed Spike.

Joseph: Wait, he was Cursed?

Jimmy: Another story for another time.

Sadie: Even so this is indeed bad if we don't save Spike this could end up ugly for him.

Shanks: Well my truck is f**ked how we supposed to find him.

Ceo: *Thinking until lightbulb* Ah! I know who can help, let's head back to the house.

Sadie: What? Why?

Ceo: Cmon let's hurry!

*Then the OddPair left as Parker waved bye and Angelo decided to go to hospital to take care
of Parker*.

Parker: Dad? Is Spike in trouble?



Angelo: *Sighs* I don't know, son…

Parker: I hope he will be okay. He's a Good person Dad.

Angelo: I know kiddo… I know.

-Meanwhile to the police station-

*The Police station was big as it had so many police guards meanwhile inside of the station
Spike was inside a Interrogation room His Legs cuffed to the ground and one handcuffed to the
table*.

Spike: *Sighs* Man… I hate these dang Cuffs. They make my legs itch… *Tries kicking my feet
but my leg movement was limited* Dang it…

*Then coming in the room was Scrap and Barnes as Scrap brought in a bunch of different things
related to the Vein Fairgrounds Incident*.

Scrap: *Sits down pulling my chair back and pushing in* Comfy? Or should I lose up the Cuffs.

Spike: Look I'm not here for trouble I was saving Parker.

Scrap: Sure you were but I'm not talking About today, Now *Flips the switch table lamp aiming it
at Spike* Let's chat.

Spike: Ah! *Looks away from the direct light*.

Scrap: Tell me are you familiar with Vein Fairgrounds? *Shows pictures of what it looked like*.

Spike: Well it does look familiar to me.

Scrap: AH HA! SO YOU ARE WORKING FOR HIM!

Spike: Huh? Him? What are you talking about?

Scrap: Don't play dumb we saw the footage that you ran away from the destruction crime scene
at Vein Fairgrounds!

Spike: *Blinks realizing* Ooooooh that? Okay this is Awkward okay first that wasn't me Second-.

Scrap: BULLSH*T! I know your lying Gizmo Alfred was there that day and you were also in the
footage as well!



Spike: Footage?

Scrap: Barnes the footage.

*Barnes puts down the tablet showing Spike in full picture using his Speed carrying Jimmy out
of the Fairgrounds*.

Spike: Ah…*Looks up and holds own lips with my teeth* Okay yes I was there but I wasn't there
destroying it I was Kidnapped.

Barnes: Kidnapped?

Spike: Yay the dude cursed me and locked me in a Water tank I almost died then my best friend
Defeated him then he suggested we run away before the police can come it's truth And I'm
honest of it.

Barnes: Wait hold on, that changes everything.

Scrap: Tch well I think it's the perfect cover!

Spike: Cover? Cover for what?

Scrap: You and your best Friend were in on Gizmo together!!!

Barnes: Uh..What!?

Spike: Wait what!? Your insane Jimmy and I didn't do this- aw shit…

Scrap: Jimmy perfect! *Writes down all I need to in know* Thanks so much.

Spike: Uh oh…

Scrap: Guards! Take him to a Cell. We'll deal with him later!

*Then 2 Police guards cuff Spike carrying him off as Spike was trying To resist*.

Spike H-hang on Wait I didn't do this! You got the wrong story Jimmy can vouch for me ! I have
my rights!!!

*Then as Spike was taken to the cells Scrap and Barnes go to their Office as Barnes was very
pissed at Scrap*.

Barnes: WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING!?



Scrap: What does it look like I'm doing! I was doing my Job interrogating the Dino.

Barnes: You jumped the gun pinning the blame on him and His friend he admitted he was
innocent!

Scrap: He could be lying! They both could be working for Gizmo! Barnes can't you understand
I'm so close to those two! They saw him, you know what that means!

Barnes: ENOUGH DAMMIT!!!

*Barnes scream so loudly smacking his desk as the whole police station froze a bit of that
scream*.

Barnes: This case is driving you Mad Scrap you are poisoning yourself with this stress! I'm
gonna find this Jimmy on my own without Backup this time you are suspended on this case for
now.

Scrap: What!? Are you f**king serious!?

Barnes: Yes I am Scrap you may be my assistant Chief and my best friend but I'm still Head
chief which is high rank to you, I do not want to hear more of this until I am back understand!

Scrap: *Growls as I throw all the books on the desk to the wall* Fine! *Walks off angry*.

Barnes: *Sighs walking out to my police car to search for someone by name Jimmy*.

-Meanwhile back at the Haunted House-

Mya: *Was Bored looking at my photos of Ceo and I slowly smiling but sighed*...

Ceo: *Opens the door* Mya! Mya!!! Are you still here?

Mya: Ceo? Where have you been? *Sees everyone in a almost beat up state* What happened!?

Jimmy: Uhm… it's a long story actually.

Joseph: Uh no not really.

Mya: Wait where is Spike.

Ceo: Yeah About that he is in Jail but listen this is why we came back we need your help.

Oddpair: Huh???



Chungs: Wait, how can Mya help us?

Ceo: Well Mya should you tell them or should I with your “Talent”.

Mya: Seriously!? No no no no! I'm not doing that again.

Sadie: Do what exactly?

Ceo: Fine have it your way Mya, You see back then when we were together she told me her
biggest hidden secret she is a Pro Hacker.

Mya: ! *Mad my Fur spiking up my eyes opening slightly* CEO!!!

Sadie: Wait what?

Shanks: She's a Hacker? That doesn't sound believable.

Ceo: Hey I ain't lying this one, This is True She told me her personal secret a long time ago she
used to be a Hacker for a remainder of 6 years.

Sadie: 6 years!? But that's around the time I met with Mya, Mya is that true?

Mya: *Sighs disappointed* Yes I was.

*They were surprised but Sadie was the most she Mya had been lying to Sadie for a long time*.

Sadie: When were you gonna go around telling me! I'm your damn best friend for God sake!

Mya: Look I wanted to! god I tried but my boss wouldn't let me… We had a Code if we ever
share our Hacker secrets he would fire me on the spot, Yes it's true I am a Hacker but that was
a long time ago I quit 2 years ago.

Ceo: Here last mission before cutting off her boss, her boss wanted her to hack in files of the
military but she didn't do that. She is literally the best skilled Hacker I have ever seen. She even
has a Phone that can Hack electronics And So on.

Mya: Yes but like I told you I'm done with hacking forever.

Ceo: But Mya please you have to help us not for my but its for Spike he is in trouble and he
can't survive jail and I bet hasn't been in a cell before in his life.

Jimmy: We don't know if that's true…



Ceo: Jimmy your not helping this case, Look Mya you can do hacking in the jail this “One” time
and I promise you won't do it anymore please *On my knees*.

*Ceo give Mya his Best Puppy Eyes as Mya tried to look away arms crossed*.

Mya: And why in the hell should I help you.

Chungs: Mya cmon Spike needs us please you think it's fair for him to be Kidnapped by the
police.

Mya:...

Sadie: Look we aren't gonna force but either way whatever Ceo is saying is true you have to
help and I want a serious conversation later only the two of us alone, And i'm not mad just upset
and hurt you didn't tell me this at all.

Ceo: Besides you promised yourself in future you use hacking to help others right?

Mya: !

Ceo: You told me yourself and look if you won't do it I'll just do it myself if I have to.

*Mya was on a Tight spot as she grip her fist hardening as she let out a breathe sigh of relief
until she gave in*.

Mya: If Spike means that much then Fine But this is only once.

Ceo: Yes! Thank you so much Mya.

Jimmy: *Sighed happy* Thank you.

Shanks: Well bit of a problem my truck is still f**ked we can't go to the Police station without my
Truck.

Sadie: Actually I do have another way we can Drive, We'll go to my Garage.

Joseph: Garage?

*Then they went to Sadie’s Mansion to inside Her Father’s Garage of A bunch if different cars*.

Ceo: Yoooooo this place is huge! Really nice lighting too.

Sadie: My Dad has bunches of cars in our summer homes. This is his collection.



Jimmy: This is Perfect! Now we just need a car to fit all of us in.

Ceo: Oh what about that! *Points at that Van*

*Ceo was pointing at the Peugeot Expert Van known to be one of the Rare Fastest Vans out as
it was just perfect to fit everyone inside*.

Sadie: Oh that will work, Plus since you know this is Urgent You guys can keep this one.

Jimmy: Wait really!?

Sadie: Well for Shanks to drive until his Truck is fixed.

Shanks: Wow I uh… don't know what to say.

Sadie: Thank me later, come on.

*Then they all go in the van as Shanks Puts in the cars keys in as the van light up inside as it
was so nice with custom automatic flip chairs as it can hold up to around 12 people in the Van*.

Ceo: Aw dude this Van is Awesome! Hey mind if we do a Paint job later?

Sadie: Well… you know what f**k it sure we can do it later.

Ceo: YES!

Mya: Okay *Pulls out my old phone and my hacking computer* give me a sec.

Jimmy: Huh Mya what are you-?

*Then Mya uses a flash drive to install custom build like Hacking skills in the truck as the engine
was supercharged fully maxed and the Trucks whole Armor like body was strengthen and the
wheels became a bit bigger and bullet proof*.

Joseph: Whoa what did you do?

Mya: I just improve the Van's system *Presses a Button which now has automatic Screen Map
above us*.

Chungs: Holy sh*t Ceo wasn't lying you really are good!

Ceo: Told ya she is *Winks*.

Shanks: Alright Let's test her put *Puts the stick on drive*.



*Then the Van was going fast as they were out of the Garage into the road as they go off*.

Shanks: Holy f**k!!! *Joyfully Scream actually smiling*.

Ceo: Wahoo!!!! This is awesome!!!

Jimmy: Oh god! It's too fast! Hang on Spike we are coming!!!

-Meanwhile to the Police Station-.

Spike: *Was Sitting on my little wooden plank chain chair sighing bored* Man, it's so cold here…
but atleast there is light though, *Looking up the bars* Well I hope Jimmy us safe out there man
this really does suck I never been in Jail before and I didn't do anything… What do I do?
*Thinking*.

*Back to Scrap’s Office there was 2 people that were coming go the Station as Scrap was
Really losing his sh*t but going through more papers to layer more evidence on Spike and
Gizmo*.

Police Officer: u-uh Scrap?

Scrap: *Really focused on my Project*.

Police Officer: Scrap sir?

Scrap: Ugh! What do you want!?

Police Officer: Sorry but uh there's someone here that wants to see you.

Scrap: Oh my god *Walks out my officer* Who in the world could possibly bother me in a time
like-.

*But to Scrap’s surprise it was Violet and Klaus as Scrap gasped and stood up straight
completely off guard*.

Scrap: Ah! M-mayor Klaus uh what an unexpected surprise… *Ahem* What are you doing
here?

Klaus: I have receive some news about the police capturing someone from a Recent Traffic like
crime accident.

Scrap: Oh well… uh Yes! We have him he’s in a cell right now don't worry though we got him
handled-.



Klaus: I want him out.

Scrap: Uh excuse me?

Klaus: Did I Stutter? I want you to release him I would like to personally talk to him.

Scrap: B-but Mayor Klaus Sir you can order that its against our station rule.

Klaus: Lieutenant Scrap I appreciate you following your Station rule but do you remember who
you are talking with as Mayor I would like to ask you again let him out and let me speak with
him.

Scrap:...*Snaps* Bring out the Dino… *Disappointedly grumbling mad*

-In Spike's cell-

Guard: *Taps the cell* Hey Dino-Boy.

Spike: What now? I told you I didn't-.

Guard: Not that Dumbass your free to go.

Spike: eh?

*Then Spike was let out as the Guard opened the cell door as Spike gets out walking*.

Spike: Jimmy! You found…me? *Sees Klaus and Violet and the other cops* Waaaaait your not
Jimmy.

Klaus: Rest of assure to you I am not, And you must be the Infamous Spike Yoshi Yes?

Spike: *Totally confused* Have we met before???

Klaus: Well no this is the first we met, I am Klaus Holt Mayor of Srabury City.

Spike: Huh??? *Then Gasps remembering something*.

-Flashback Chap 0-

“Old ass TV: Hey there are YOU bored? You want to go a place where you can just be yourself.

*Then Spike got his attention with the Speaker by the commercial as he raised up the volume
just a little very interested to listen*.



Old ass TV: Then allow me to introduce myself *A man pop up in the commercial*.

Klaus: Hello there I am Klaus Mayor of the Biggest City in the Upstate home to where anyone
can be themselves it is called, Srabury City known as the biggest City in the whole world even
bigger than New York City, That's right bigger than New York city in Srabury is home to all types
of People Taurs Animals Humans Furries and Unknown Species as well including Demi like
beings including Angels and Demon, well sometimes Demons, But if you ever want to be in a
place where you can be yourself then be a resistance now in Srabury City where we show our
love to anyone who is different

Old ass TV: Srabury City: Anyone can be Anything!”

-End Flashback-

Spike: You're the Polar Bear from the Commercial I saw!

Scrap and Violet: DONT TALK LIKE THAT TO THE MAYOR!

Klaus: *Laughs* Now now relax everyone he is right I'm intrigued You saw the Commercial it's
become quite popular, I am honored that you have come here in my lovely City Spike. How do
you love the city?

Spike: Oh I love it, so much better than home was, People are more welcoming and friendly well
except others of course.

Klaus: Others you say?

Spike: Yay but other than that I love the City, But wait how do you know who I am?

Klaus: *Laughs* Why I know everyone in the city. I keep files and information for residents that
come to the city, And I heard about you Spike. I heard from the news and other rumors you have
been quite famous, you know, I hope you don't mind asking if I would like to talk to you.

Spike: Oh well I mean love to but I want to find my friends so.

Klaus: Oh please I insist and I bet you must be hungry so I prepared something just incase
*Snaps* Violet.

Violet: *Walks to get them holding a Platter of Chilidogs* A Gift from Mr. Holt himself.

*Spike Gasps the sight of over 20 or more chilidogs on the big plates Carried his tongue out
drooling until shaking his head trying to focus with his friends*.



Spike: Uh well I er… *Sweating a bit thinking about this hard until my belly growled* Well I mean
I guess it can't hurt to maybe stay for a bit longer?

Klaus: Wonderful! Lieutenant Scrap could we borrow the Interrogation Room?

Scrap: What!?

Spike: Wait, I'm gonna be cuffed again!?

Klaus: Goodness no we wouldn't dare do that Even me I trust that you won't cause Trouble.

Spike: Oh well okay just as long as I eat.

Klaus: Good, Lieutenant?

Scrap: *Grumbles* Fine… you can use it but note this Spike if you dare act up with the Mayor
your ass is done for.

Klaus: That won't be necessary Lieutenant, Right this way Spike.

*Violet and Klaus leading the way as the scent of chili dogs lured Spike in to Klaus’s hands as
they both go in the room together*

-Interrogation Room-

*Inside Spike stuffing His face with chilidogs from Klaus's Generosity*.

Spike: *Burps* Ahhhh that was so good *Blushed smiling*.

Klaus:...[Hmm no manners and still acts like a Naive Child…]

Spike: So uhm What's this about? You said you wanted to talk to me for something?

Klaus: Ah well I wanted to ask you a “Personal” Question about your parents.

Spike: Uh huh…?

Klaus: No no it's nothing bad I actually got to know one of them.

Spike: You met Mom and Dad!?

Klaus: Yes but it was your mother I believe it was a…Pink Yoshi right? With Topaz Colored
Eyes?



Spike: *Sighs* Yeah it's Her alright…

Klaus: What seems to be the trouble?

Spike: Huh? Oh uh n-nothing it's nothing it's just been a while since I seen both my parents you
know… stuff.

Klaus: Ah I see, Well why did you come to my City?

Spike: Well It's to start a new life of course it's just thinks have been hard back home.

Klaus: Hmm… Volcano Island Yes?

Spike: Yeah how do you know that?

Klaus: Oh I have Researched *Smiling* I actually study on species of different people Of the
World including Humans.

Spike: Ah okay I guess that makes sense.

Klaus: But why did you leave the island? It's most dangerous place outside of the island then in
the City.

Spike: Please Klaus I can handle myself fine.

Klaus: Oh I know it's why I been paying close attention to you for a while.

Spike: Eh? *Hungry a bit again* Uh Sorry to well ask rude but could I maybe have a few more?

Klaus: Ugh… Violet?

Violet: I'm not a Maid but fine *Walks off*.

-Meanwhile in the Van-

Jimmy: Hey Shanks are we almost there?

Shanks: *Groans* If I'm gonna be honest no because-.

*Then revealing zooming out the face space was Srabury city traffic as cars drives motorcycles
completely honking up a storm*.

Ceo: Srabury City Traffic!!! *Whined out* Ugh I hate them so f**king much…



Joseph: *Barking outside to hurrying them out*.

Jimmy: Joseph calm down.

Joseph: Sorry I just can't stand Car honks… they annoy me.

Mya: It's says we’ll be at the Station at exactly 30 mins of this Traffic blows over.

Sadie: Peachy… *Putting my feet up the car hood front* Well this may take forever we may be
here a while.

Chungs: But Spike could be in deep trouble can't we just take another route?

Mya: The Tracker says.

Chungs: Who the hell cars! Shanks Just find a different route!

Shanks: Well news flash genius I don't know where to route to!

Chungs: Then we'll make one! *Grabs the Wheel*.

*Then Chungs pulls and then the others Screaming as they went past the cars in the traffic
Shanks Grabs the wheel back*.

Shanks: OI! WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU GIMME THE WHEEL!

Chungs: I SAID I GOT IT!

*Chungs and Shanks fighting over The wheel and after crashing into a few Things and not hurt
because the Van's Tough Armor they kept moving as then they lost control of the wheel the
whole Van spinning*.

Everyone: Ahhhh!!!!

*Then the Van crashed on the left side as the parked*.

Everyone:.....*Shaking their eyes freaking out*.

Ceo: Well… atleast we are out The Traffic…

Jimmy: But at what cost.

Mya: *Shakes my head* Guys look there it is!



Jimmy: So that's the station?

Ceo: Huh, it's gotten bigger last year.

Shanks: Ugh okay well game plan how we gonna get inside?

Mya: Leave it to me *Gives Ceo my Hacked Phone* Ceo listen to me carefully. I need you to
take my phone and put it outside to the Electrical System where I'll be in and hack everything.

Ceo: *Gasps* You my Trust to Me *Confident* Mya it is my greatest honor to trust Me with his
responsibility to save Spike.

*Then Sadie behind grabs Ceo's Ears pulling as Ceo yelped in pain struggling*.

Sadie: Yay no you need to stay focused Ceo.

Ceo: OW OW OW QUIT IT! *Struggling*.

Sadie: And there's no way your going alone. I'm coming with you just to make sure you don't kill
any police and I mean no casualties got that?

Ceo: Ugh Alright! Alright! I won't shoot anyone I promise!

Mya: Alright I'm counting on you both.

Ceo: You can count on Me Mya!

Sadie: Keep dreaming Ceo, Whatever let's go *Goes off*.

Ceo: Hey! Wait For me!

*Then both Ceo and Sadie went off to the Station for Mya's phone to process to hack into*.

-Meanwhile inside Spike and Klaus Spike had another fill of Chilidogs-.

Spike: Ahhh that's better *Smiling stuffed*

Klaus: I'm glad you had your fill… *Slightly Annoyed*.

Spike: Uhm anyway so why pay attention to me I mean I'm not introuble right?

Klaus: Oh why no of course not it's just.. we never had a Yoshi living in our city before that is all
but Spike may I ask a Question?



Spike: What's up?

Klaus: Have you ever heard of the First Existing Blue Yoshi?

Spike: First Existing Blue Yoshi? Whazzat?

Klaus: Oh? You don't know? I thought Volcano Island had a Yoshi God they used to look up to
and worship.

Spike: Oooooh you mean Boshi Yoshi! Yay I known his legend he is the best Yoshi waaaaaay
back then *Smiling excited*.

-Story of Boshi-

Spike: It all started Back then in a Yoshi Town in 1996 there lived the old time yoshi's including
the Chubby yoshi they hold every time of year a Race to know who is the Fastest Yoshi in the
Town, There lived a Young Yoshi that was Half Raptor but still a Yoshi his name Was Boshi
Yoshi he was the Star racer he was known as the Fastest Yoshi in the world but until one day a
Ancestor Plumber took the Race challenge for the First Green Yoshi to ride on to Race Boshi
but in the end The Plumber and the Green Yoshi Stomped Boshi and was down to defeat, After
then Boshi tried through and through to beat the Plumber, Through Springs, To Hot Deserts,
Hail, Dark lands etc, He was determined To be faster and faster then he was before until he had
a Accident Where in a Raging Thunder storm a Cyclone was heading towards him and was
sucked in during the process until a Huge Lightning Struck him in the Cyclone disaster and after
a few days recovery Boshi had powers and he Ran so fast he was like Lightning and since then
He won every race time and time again and even beat the Plumber and The Green Yoshi to
claim his Champion Title again.

-Story of Boshi End-

Spike: Yep that's how he became the greatest Yoshi to ever live but then he disappeared. That's
what I used to learn in the island schools in our history plus there's even a Carved Statue of him
in his honor. I always look up to him knowing that he was Best Ever.

Klaus: Hmm Interesting so tell me don't you think it's similar.

Spike: Eh? Similar to what you mean?

Klaus: Why of course I mean you haven't noticed until now? The story is true yes that did
happen to him but have you looked at yourself, Your “Powers?”

Spike: Huh well you know now you mentioned it, I do have Super Speed but it doesn't exactly
make it similar does-.



Klaus: You Foolish Naive Boy! How could you not see it! Your Powers and Boshi’s Are Alike!
How can you be so dumb to not realize that!

*Spike Gasps sudden by Klaus’s Outburst even Violet was surprised as well as she tries to calm
him down*.

Violet: Mr.Holt! Calm down your having am Outburst!

Klaus:...*Clears my throat* Apologizes Spike… but listen what I am saying is similar to what you
said to the story and his abilities don't you think it's odd for someone like you to be having these
weird abilities?

Spike: Well.. uh… I don't think that's true I mean I'm not really Boshi I'm just Spike…

*Suddenly Spike Remembered something in his dreams he keep having*.

-Flashback Protologue and Chap 16-

[Chap 16]
???: Spike….Spike…. Spike!!

[Protologue]
???: Wake up…. Spike wake up… SPIKE!

*Then in the vision was a Blue Yoshi*.

Blue Yoshi: Spike you have to wake up!

-End of Flashback-

*In that moment the Images in spike's mind were blurry to who was talking to him until the
Figure became clear as it was Boshi talking to Spike in his dreams*.

Spike: *Gasps big* Oh my god….

Klaus: Huh? What is it?

Spike: That's right I remember in my Dreams it was-.

*Suddenly the Station lights went out as there was a Panic outside of the Room*.

Violet: What the f**k!?

Klaus: *Opens the door* What's the meaning of this!?



Scrap: The Power it's been shut off! Hey! Idiots get to the generator and fix it immediately

-Outside the Station’s back generator-

Ceo: *Holds the phone to generator* Alright I think that did it, *Calls Mya* Yo Mya the power is
out.

Mya: Thanks Ceo good work *Types keys in my mini computer as I unlocked all doors in the
Station* Okay its open we can access and the night vision cameras police officers are in freak
out- Huh? What is this!

Jimmy: What's up?

Mya: I see Two People to the Interrogation Room.

Jimmy: That must be Spike! Cmon!

Chungs: I'll go with you!

Jimmy: Shanks stay here you too Joseph someone gotta keep the van safe.

Shanks: Sure I got it.

Joseph: Don't die! *Calls out*.

*Then Jimmy and Chungs ran to the Side entrance where the Guards were gone distracted as
then Jimmy had his Potions to use Smoke Potion magic*.

*Then the Smoke Fills the whole inside station*.

Scrap: Huh!? We are being invaded! Show yourselves!

Chungs: *Taps Scrap* Hey!

Scrap: What the hell!?

*Chungs kicked Scrap unconscious as he swept through the smoke knocking out ever officer
and for Jimmy he got enough time to get to the room to Spike*.

Jimmy: Spike! Spike!!! Where are you?

Spike: Jimmy!? *Gasps* Jimmy!!! *Hugs him* you found me!



Jimmy: Oh thank goodness your okay are you hurt?

Spike: No not really I actually was unharmed, But we need to get out!

Jimmy: Right! Chungs! Fall back hurry!

Chungs: Okay!

*Then they ran until Jimmy and Spike were blocked by encounter with Violet*.

Violet: You! This is your doing! And taking Spike with you is something I will not allow *Glare*.

Jimmy: Huh? What the!?

Spike: Klaus’s Secretary? Wait we can explain-.

Jimmy: Wait Klaus?

Violet: That's right *Slowly pulling out my Feather Daggers* I can't let you pass! I maybe a
Secretary to the Mayor of the City but trouble makers like you must be taught a lesson *Throws
my Dagger*.

Jimmy: Ahhh!

Spike: Jim duck!

*Both quick as they dodged*.

Spike: Whoa so fast I almost hit me!

Jimmy: Grrrr if you let us through then I'll be your opponent Spike go on ahead I'll handle this.

Spike: But Jim-

Jimmy: JUST GO!

Spike:...*Runs off* Be Careful!

*Spike ran off in the smoke passed Violet as it was just Jimmy and Violet now*.

Jimmy: You know normally I don't want to fight a Lady but your in the way I just want my best
friend back *Puts on my Alchemist Goggles and potion belt ready to fight* So explain yourself
why were you talking to Spike!



Violet: Tch… that information is classified, I will spill Klaus’s information to you even if your close
to Spike, Besides I'm not letting you get away with this! You attacking the station is a huge crime
and you must pay!

Jimmy: The Police Kidnapped Spike!!! You think it's just okay to let this go, if you don't want to
tell what you were doing to Spike fine but I won't back down!

Announcer: Fight No.12

Violet vs Jimmy!

NOW FIGHT!

*Violet starting off strong and Quick as she threw her Steel Black Feather Blades at Jimmy*.

Jimmy: *Dodges as I throw my potion bottles using Fire Magic*.

*Fire Erupted From the ground up as Violet Backflipped dodged all three Rising Fire balls*.

Violet: *Then running up to Jimmy for A clash slash of my Feather blades*.

Jimmy: *Pulls out my own Fists as I ready*.

*Then Both Violet and Jimmy clashed in speed and agility In close combat but Violet was faster
as she got to Jimmy over powering up combing ever attack she can land as Jimmy was covered
in a few bleeding Scratches*.

Jimmy: Ugh! *Holds my arm* [Ugh I can't do anything in the tight hallway it's impossible to read
her movement in this tight space!]

Violet: Ha! I got you now! *Speeds forward*.

Jimmy: Ahhh!!

Chungs: *Speeds pass Jimmy as I spin kick repelling the attack*.

Violet: *My wrist very injured from that kick* AGH!!! WHAT!?

Chungs: Step off!

Jimmy: Chungs *Struggling hurt*.

Chungs: Oh no Jimmy come on we gotta move!



Violet: No I won't let you! *Throws my Steel Rope on Chung's bandages*.

Chungs: AH! HEY LET GO!!!

Violet: I won't let you escape! *Pulls him in*.

Chungs: Ahhh! *Pulled in by force*.

*Suddenly the Bandages rip off clean As Chung's True identity was revealed*.

Violet: Huh?

Chungs: Ugh… *My Left side of my face was shown to be a half skull dry bones my left face full
of burned scars*.

Violet: *Gasps* What in the hell?

Chungs: *Feels my face* Huh? *Feels my scar* AH! MY BANDAGES! *Kicks Violet running*
DONT LOOK AT ME!

Jimmy: Chungs whats-

Chungs: Just run! *Taking Jimmy's hand covering My scar*.

Violet: Ugh… noooo!!!!

*Then outside the Station Chungs took a Piece of fabric From a Knocked out officer ripping it off
and Tie it to his face to cover the scar*.

*Then outside Ceo, Sadie, Spike, Jimmy and Chungs made it out the station*.

Shanks: Whoa what the hell happened!?

Spike: Never mind that hurry go!

Ceo: Wait! *Spray paints the Van's bottom back license* Go go go!

*Everyone enters inside the van and drives off home free while driving Barnes was heading
back to the Station but see a Van going pass until see the station*.

Barnes: AH! WHAT!? *Parks and runs to the station* No no no! What happened!?

-Later-



*In the Haunted house they all arrived back safely*.

Ceo: We did it!!!! Success!

Mya: Phew… that was close.

Sadie: I have to say I'm actually impressed *Arms crossed*.

Jimmy: Yeah? Uh thanks.

Spike: Thanks for saving me you guys *Smiling grateful* I thought I wasn’t getting out of there.

Shanks: Honestly it was Mya that made this possible.

Spike: Mya? *Looks at her*.

Ceo: Yep she's a Expert Hacker she hacked the police and gotten You out.

Spike: Wow thank you so much Mya *Smiling*.

Mya: Oh uh sure no problem.

*Then Spike took some thinking thought as he smiled. Grin of an idea until he spoke out*.

Spike: Mya if your skills are that talented You Should Join our Team!

Everyone:...HUH!?!?

Ceo: *Gasps excited*.

Shanks: What? Dude you can't be serious right?

Spike: I am dead serious Shanks besides with Mya's Skills if things get Hairy She could help us.

Ceo: I agree I'm on Spike's Side.

Mya: Hold it! *Hand out* As much as I like the offer I would be fine joining you guys if it was
Sadie but not when Ceo is around.

Ceo: *Gasps* I'm highly offended… *Tears out*.

Chungs: Aww don't be like that Mya besides you helped us out so much you can join us to help
us more we can't do much without your skills.



Mya: I understand but-.

Spike: Cmon please! Join us! Please!

Mya: I just said no I'm sorry.

Sadie: Mya I hate to ask but you should join besides Even if you came back to the city you don't
have a place to crash right?

Mya: Ah!

Sadie: And plus Spike does not take no for an answer unfortunately…

*Spike's eyes really wide his tail wagging as he just looked at Mya*.

Mya: *Groans* I'll think about it.

Spike: Hooray!

Mya: But! On one condition, Ceo! Even if I'm joining the team this is not gonna improve our
relationship together again got it? So don't even flirt, don't even talk weird or look at me funny,
But except the gifts I can accept that.

Ceo: Oh? Is that all?

Mya: And furthermore I don't want you stealing or doing crime stuff ever again.

Ceo: Trust me Mya I don't plan on stealing.

Mya: Good because if you break this one rule then I'll be leaving the team “permanently”.

Ceo: Okay I promise I'll play nice as long I get to see you.

Mya: *Sighs* You better…

-Mya joins the Team-

Spike: Well this Calls for a celebration! How about a Movie?

Ceo: Oh! I love movies.

Joseph: Can it be horror?

Chungs: Oof I don't like horror stuff it gets me the Heebie-Jeebies



*Once inside it was night as everyone was waiting on the pizza deliver as it gone late*.

Ceo: Ugh… where is the pizza guy I swear…

Jimmy: Well the Highway in the city was destroyed so can't you blame them.

Joseph: Nah not really.

Spike: In that case I'll save the day with my cooking *Goes to the kitchen*.

Mya: Wait, he cooks?

Ceo: Yay he’s cooking is Amazing!

Sadie: it's true I can vouch.

*Then Spike gets his chefs Hat and starts cooking Grabs cobs of corn and fry pans them to
make popcorn as he season flavor the popcorn with blundered powered cheesy puffs on the
popcorn to make then super coated, While making Chip nacho and making Melted American
Cheese in a Squirt bottle [Similar to Ketchup] and Spike Pours everything in a Huge bowl and
bring it*.

Spike: It's done! *Places down the Bowl* Bam!

<Spike’s Cooking #5>
Jimbo Party Size Movie Snacks

Jimmy: Spike the Bowl is Massive!

Joseph: How the f**k did you afford such a large Bowl?

Spike: Oh Blackmarket.

Ceo: Ah yay I forgot they also sell Bowl and silverware stuff too.

Mya: Blackmarket???

Ceo: Talk about later *Takes some popcorn munching* Oh! That's amazing Popcorn.

Mya: *Munches one bite to taste* Oh wow its perfectly cooked that's impressive.

Spike: Oh yay on the left Sides Bowl *Points nachos as I squirt the Cheese I made with different
ingredients* Ta da!



Chungs: Oooooo! *Takes one munching gasping* No way the cheese it perfect and warm not
too hot.

Joseph: *Munches the nacho* Oh that's delicious.

Spike: See saved the day again.

Ceo: Oh sh sh sh it's starting

Jimmy: Wait what about the pizza.

Ceo: Eh you go get it when it comes.

Jimmy: Ugh…

Xavier: And So Oddpair had Another member Ceo's Ex Mya Gardner and with them enjoying
movie Night together everyone had a good time.

The End

Epilogue

Diana: You Failed to get Spike at all!

Klaus: I tried trust me I did but my Assistant failed me… But don't worry it won't happen again.

Diana: Well I don't care what it Takes just get me the data!!!

Klaus: Patience Diana I'm trying to get to Spike slowly I did almost lost my cool but it will be fine
plus my Project is almost completed soon my Spider limb pack with almost be complete and-.

Diana: I don't care about your project, all I care is Spike! That's all now get the job or the deal is
off! *Hangs up*.

Klaus:...*Looks put the window annoyed angry grin* Hmph Spike Yoshi…

To be continued

Chap 21 We got the Magic


